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Green, Scott

From: Paul and Linda Stevens <stevenspl@live.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 7:48 AM
To: 'Paul and Linda Stevens'
Subject: CONNECTING: Explore pages; AP on Iran; Obama photo policy; American President; 

Ode to AP style; Logan on leave; Journalism challenges; Post researcher; Chain drops 
health insurance; Duluth anchors; Best of States

Colleagues, 
 
Here are some items of interest. 
 
We start off with an interesting interview with Mike Bowser on how the AP builds deep-dive Explore pages 
from its archives. Mike is director of Creative Services, a position within Corporate Communications. Valerie 
Komor notes that the Corporate Archives staff works with him and his graphic design team on these AP 
Explore pages -handsome, dynamic and instructive piece that take an enormous amount of work in terms of 
content, layout, and web development. 
 
http://www.journalism.co.uk/news/how-ap-builds-deep-dive-explore-pages-from-the-archives/s2/a555221/ 
 
Welcome to our newest Connecting member - Barry Schweid. 
 
Paul 
 
-0- 
 
AP on Iran negotiations: ‘A tip is not a story’  (Shared by Bob Daugherty) 
 
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/mediawire/231449/ap-on-iran-negotiations-a-tip-is-not-a-story/ 
 
AND 
 
AP hits back on claims it held Iran story 
 
http://www.politico.com/blogs/media/2013/11/ap-hits-back-on-claims-it-held-iran-story-178404.html 
 
AND 
 
Backstory: Confirming information about secret US-Iran talks 
 
http://blog.ap.org/2013/11/26/backstory-confirming-information-about-secret-us-iran-talks/ 
 
-0- 
 
AP uncovers secret facility where CIA tried to turn Gitmo prisoners into spies 

mailto:stevenspl@live.com
http://www.journalism.co.uk/news/how-ap-builds-deep-dive-explore-pages-from-the-archives/s2/a555221/
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/mediawire/231449/ap-on-iran-negotiations-a-tip-is-not-a-story/
http://www.politico.com/blogs/media/2013/11/ap-hits-back-on-claims-it-held-iran-story-178404.html
http://blog.ap.org/2013/11/26/backstory-confirming-information-about-secret-us-iran-talks/
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http://bigstory.ap.org/article/penny-lane-gitmos-other-secret-cia-facility 

-0- 

Obama’s photo policy smacks of propaganda 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/dana-milbank-obamas-white-house-takes-image-control-to-a-
new-level/2013/11/26/13b95c20-56da-11e3-835d-e7173847c7cc_story.html 
 
-0- 
 
"The American President": @AP photo exhibit now on view at Harry S. Truman Library & Museum in 
Independence, Missouri 
 
http://www.trumanlibrary.org/ap-photo-exhibit.htm 
 
-0- 
 
An ode to AP Style, and why it matters in PR  (Shared by John Bolt, Mark Mittelstadt) 
 
http://www.prdaily.com/Main/Articles/15607.aspx 
 
-0- 
 
Logan, producer put on "leave" for busted "60 Minutes" Benghazi story 
 
http://gawker.com/lara-logan-and-producer-are-put-on-leave-over-busted-be-
1472031442?utm_campaign=socialflow_gawker_facebook&amp;utm_source=gawker_facebook&amp;utm_m
edium=socialflow 
 
-0- 
 
Nine challenges facing the future of journalism  (Mittelstadt) 
 
http://ijnet.org/blog/nine-challenges-facing-future-journalism 
 
-0- 
 
Washington Post honors researcher who has ‘shared more Pulitzer Prizes than anyone in the newsroom’ 
 
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/mediawire/231314/washington-post-honors-researcher-who-has-
shared-more-pulitzer-prizes-than-anyone-in-the-newsroom/ 
 
-0- 

Oregon newspaper chain will no longer provide health insurance to employees 

(Daugherty) 

http://bigstory.ap.org/article/penny-lane-gitmos-other-secret-cia-facility
http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/dana-milbank-obamas-white-house-takes-image-control-to-a-
http://www.trumanlibrary.org/ap-photo-exhibit.htm
http://www.prdaily.com/Main/Articles/15607.aspx
http://gawker.com/lara-logan-and-producer-are-put-on-leave-over-busted-be-
http://ijnet.org/blog/nine-challenges-facing-future-journalism
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/mediawire/231314/washington-post-honors-researcher-who-has-
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http://jimromenesko.com/2013/11/26/oregon-newspaper-will-no-longer-provide-health-insurance-to-
employees/ 
 
-0- 
 
Duluth TV anchors fake being outside from warm comfort of studio 
 
http://blogs.citypages.com/blotter/2013/11/duluth_tv_anchors_fake_being_outside_from_warm_comfort_of
_studio_image.php 
 
-0- 
 
Best of the States  (Komor) 
 
Colleagues, 
 
Californians are crazy for their cars. So when Justin Pritchard in Los Angeles breaks a story on his 
transportation beat the whole state really is watching. Last week, he scored not one but two scoops that 
revealed significant failures of California’s transportation infrastructure. 
 
California hopes to have 1.5 million zero-emission cars on state roads by 2025, and electric vehicles are key to 
reaching that goal. A New Jersey energy company was hired to build 1,040 charging stations by December. 
Pritchard’s scoop was that only 110 had been delivered. Pritchard found this out by persuading two state 
agencies to provide unpublished data. The company building the network of chargers blames a series of 
unanticipated problems, including a reluctance of owners of malls, offices and apartment buildings to provide 
space for the stations. The New Jersey company _ NRG Energy _ has been supplying the stations under a deal 
settling claims that the energy company’s plants overcharged for electricity during a power crisis in California 
10 years ago. Pritchard’s story held the company accountable for promises it hadn’t kept, as well as pointing 
out that regulators hadn’t done much to ensure the legal settlement was followed. 
 
Pritchard’s second scoop concerned the 27,000 traffic sensors under California highways. These sensors are 
supposed to help troubleshoot daily commutes and long-term maintenance needs on some of the nation’s 
most heavily used roadways. Pritchard discovered that about 9,000 of those sensors do not work. His exclusive 
sprang from a beat-building visit to Los Angeles’ traffic management center. Pritchard noticed that the 
center’s map lacked significant amounts of data. Pritchard circled back with California transportation officials 
in LA and at headquarters in Sacramento. It took some pressing before the agency finally released tallies of the 
total number of sensors and how many were broken over the past five years. Pritchard developed a range of 
sources who explained both the daily and long-term challenges that so many outages present.  
 
Both stories ran during the week Pritchard covered the Los Angeles Auto Show. That meant working multiple 
spot assignments while updating the car charging story with reaction and handling edits of the traffic map 
story. The two stories were credited in other news outlets, particularly in auto and tech media. 
Read the stories here: 
 
http://wapo.st/1c4RNir 
 
http://bit.ly/1iPI0Sh 

http://jimromenesko.com/2013/11/26/oregon-newspaper-will-no-longer-provide-health-insurance-to-
http://blogs.citypages.com/blotter/2013/11/duluth_tv_anchors_fake_being_outside_from_warm_comfort_of
http://wapo.st/1c4RNir
http://bit.ly/1iPI0Sh
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For examining failures of California’s transportation infrastructure in ways that no one else had, Pritchard wins 
this week’s $300 Best Of The States prize. 
 
Mike Oreskes 
 


